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COMPANY PROFILE

EAIGLE is a human-centric Al 

company developing enterprise 

computer vision solutions for the 

workplace and public spaces.

TM

Patented AI software that analyzes optical, 
thermal and radar data to provide 
operational intelligence. 

13 AI Software
Patents

What We Do Strategic Verticals We Serve 

US$500,000
on average, per year,

per facility

Saving
our customers

Retail

LogisticsManufacturing

Commercial Real Estate

Health & Safety Solutions 
Example 1: Early Smoke Detection

Our customers love this solution because it helps them 
avoid work interruptions and potential fire damages.

Using existing security cameras, our AI sends you alerts 
when smoke is detected and before smoke sensors 
are activated. 

Example 2: Emergency Exit Blockage Detection 

Our customers love this solution because it helps them 
create a safer facility and avoid fines and charges.

With our AI technology and your existing security 
cameras, we send you alerts when emergency exits 
are blocked.
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Security Solutions
Example 1: Loitering and Trespassing Detection

Our customers love this solution because it maximizes 
the efficiency of their security crew, making the facility 
more secure. 

Using existing security cameras, our AI can tell your 
security crew when someone is in an area they 
shouldn’t be in.

Example 2: Vandalism Detection

Using a camera installed in the desired places on your 
property, our AI detects vandalism and instantly sends 
you an alert. 

When your brand icons are tarnished by someone 
unruly, our AI can help you take immediate action to 
clean up the mess before anyone notices.

Density Measurement Solutions 
Example: Public Spaces in Multi-Use Buildings 

Our AI uses existing cameras to tell you how public 
spaces (i.e. food court) are being used, when to 
dispatch cleaning crews and whether you should 
spend on adding more seating or remove part of the 
seating area to add more food outlets.   

Process Optimization
Example: Public Washroom Cleaning On-Demand 

Using anonymous radar sensors installed inside the 
washrooms, we can tell you how many people have 
used the washrooms and when cleaning is needed. 
Our AI helps you schedule cleaning crews when they 
are needed. 


